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I, Introduction 

How do children progress from less howledge to mare howledge in a 
domainWnderstanding this transition is at the heart of understanding all 
foms of knowledge change, including changes due to development, learning, 
and instmction, To deeply unders&nd change, we must be able not only to 
characterize the shape of change, but also to explain how change occurs, In other 
words, we must be able to specify the mechanisms that give rise to change. 
Detailed knowledge about the mechanisms sf change will allow us to predict 
who will change and when, enable us to set up conditions to foster or inhibit 
change, and guide us about how to intervene when change does not occur 
as desired. 
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Note that X refer here to mechani.rnzs of change, in the plural rather than the 
singular. It is virtually cerlain that multiple change mechanisms apply in evefy 
domain. Digerent mechanisms may be responsible for changes observed in 
diEerent individuals, at different times, and with respect to diEerent specific 
content. The pafiieular mechanisms at work in any pstrlieula individual's 
development depend on many factors, including characteristics of that 
individual and the individual" oppoaunities for learning, both formal and 
infomal, 

In this chapter, I focus on change mechanisms that apply in the development of 
mathematical reasoning, Mathematical reasoning is used in a variety of 
situations, including both fomal mathematical tasks and everyday activities, 
such as shopping, managing finances, and coaking k g . ,  doubling r-eeipes, 
estimating quantities), so it is an important type of reasoning to undersQnd in its 
own right. In addition, mathematical reasoning is a useful domain within which to 
study change mechanisms, because many changes in people's mathematical 
thinfing and problem solving can be readily observed, and because such changes 
are amenable to expe~mental investigation, Furthermore, understanding change 
in the domain of mathematical reasoning may prove useful for designing optimal 
instmction and for understanding mathematics learning dificulties, 

X focus lagely an mathematical reasoning in the elementary and middle s cho l  
years, although the mechanisms discussed are neither limited to these pe~ods ,  
nor limited to the domain of mathematics per see hdeed, the same mechanisms 
may apply to other types of content (e-g,, scientific reasoning, statistical. 
reasoning) and with respect to earlier achievements, such as the development of 
counting, and later achievements, such as the acquisition of key concepts in 
calculus, However, most of the me~hanisms discussed in this chapter have been 
studied most intensively in school-age children. 

The purpose of this chapter is to review research regarding two classes s f  
change mechanisms that have been proposed to apply in the domain of 
mathematical reasoning: f l )  mechanisms that involve reciprocal relations 
between knowiedge of problem-solving procedures and knowledge of concepts, 
and (2) mechanisms that involve expressing knowledge in speech and gestures. 
Of course, these two classs  of mechanisms are not the only ones that have been 
proposed to appfy in the development of mathematical reasoning, The present 
review is inknded to be focused rather than exhaustive. 

Mechanisms of change can be characterized at diEerent grain sizes, and they 
may operate at diEerent levels, ranging from the khavioral level (e.g., self- 
explaining) to the neural level Qe.g., strengthening or weakening of neuml 
connections). The mechanisms that are the focus of the c u ~ e n t  chapter are 
chstrdcterized at the behavioral level. For each class of mechanisms, 1 begin with 
global claims and proceed to more detailed hypotheses about the functioning of 
specific mechanisms. 



Mechanisms of Change in t k  Develqnzent ofM;cr&emtical Reasoning 

11. Mechrarulsms that Involve Reciprocal Relations between 
Knowledge of Problern-Solving Procedures and 

Knowledge of Coneepb 

Mathematical knowjedge consists of several diflerent types of knowledge 
(e,g,, Hiebert & LeFevre, 1986; Bisanz & LeFevre, 1990). Arnang these are 
howledge of concepts (e.g,, the principle that the two sides of an equation 
represent the same quantity) and knowledge of procedures for salving problems 
(e,g,, procedures for isolating variables in algebraic equations), As many 
researchers have acknowledged, defining conceptual and procedural knowledge 
precise1 y is di%eult, as is distinguishing them in practice. For present purposes, 
1 adapt the definitions used by Rittle-Johnscm and Alibali (1999). Conceptual 
knowledge involves understanding of ptinciples that govern st domain and of 
retations amt9ng pieces of knowledge within a domain. Procedural krzowledge 
involves howledge of problem-solving procedures, or action sequences for 
solving problems, 

Past research suggests that conceptual and procedural knowledge are 
intefiwined in multiple and complex ways (e,g., Carpenter, 1986; RittIe-Johnson, 
SiegZer, & Alibali, 2001 ; Canobi, Reeve, & Pattison, 2003). Indeed, gains in each 
type of knowledge can lead to gains in the other (Ritrle-Johnson 8L Alibaii, 1 999). 
Thus, one class of mechanisms of change in mathematical reasoning involves 
reciprocal relations between howledge of concepts and howledge of problem- 
solving procedures. In the f'ollowing subsections, I review evidence about how 
knowXedge of concepts and knowltedge of procedures influence one another, In 
each subsection, I first consider evidence that one type of knowledge may 
influence the other, and then. consider potential mechanisms that may underlie 
that influence. 

A. CONCEPTS INFORM PRKEDURE GENERATION 

Several sources of evidence converge -to suggest that gains in conceptual 
knowledge can influence procedural knowledge, First, a number of studies in 
various mathematical domains have shr~wn that instruction that fwuses an 
conceptual pfinciples Xeads students to generate new pmblern-solving pro- 
cedures. These include studies of decimal fractions (e.g., Ntiebert & Wearne, 
19891, multi-digit arithmetic (e,g., Fuson & Briars, 1990; Hiebefl & Wearne, 
3996; Bliite, Van der Burg, & Ueirx, 20912, and mathematical equivalence 
(e,g., Perry, 1991 ; Alibali, 1999). As one example, Rittle-Johnson and Alibali 
(1999) examined changes in the procedures that fouatil- and fifth-grade students 
used to solve mathematical quivalence problems, which are equations with 
addends on both sides of the equal sign, such as 3 4- 4 $- 6 = 3 -i- -. Some of 



the students received a brief lesson heusing on the principle that the two sides of 
an equation represent the same quantity. Mast students who received this lesson 
generated coxect procedures for solving the problems after insmetion, incfuding 
procedures such as "find the sum of the left side, and then find a number that 
makes the sum on the right side the same as that on the left" "(the equalize 
procedure) and "cmcel the number that is the same on both sides, and add the 
remaining numbers" (the cancel-and-grou;~7 procedure). 

Second, some studies have shown that children with greater conceptual 
hswledge display greater gains in procedural howledge after instmetion, For 
example, Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, and Alibali (2001) assessed children's 
conceptual understanding of deeirnaE fractions before and after an intervention 
that included a brief lesson. They also assessed children" procedural skill at 
placing decimal fractions on the number Iine before, during, and after the 
intervention. Children who had higher scores on the conceptual howledge 
pretest made greater improvements in procedural howledge from the pretest to 
the later segments of the study. Thus, amount of initial conceptual knowledge 
was associated with size af gains in procedural knowledge. 

These sudies raise the question of how conceptual knowledge Ieads to changes 
in procedural skill. By what processes might conceptual howledge infam 
procehre generation? Zn conside~ng this issue, Baroady (2QZ)3) distinguished 
between direct and indirect eaects of conceptual howledge on procedural 
advances. The direct pathway invalves cclnctrptual instigution of procedural 
innovations, such that innovations are directly motivated or tfiggered by new 
conceptual howledge. The indirwf pathway involves coneeptwl support for 
procedural advances that are motivated by other, non-conceptual factors, A wide 
va~e ty  of non-conceptual factors rnay compel children to change their problem- 
solving procedures, including a desire for cognidve economy, feedback about 
sotution comectness, and outside intcwention (e.g,, seeing an adult or another 
child model a d i E e ~ n t  procedure). The distinction between conceptual 
instigation and conceptual support is useful to bear in mind when considering 
the mechrttnisms that may underlie the effects of conceptuaI knowledge on 
prwedural h o w l  edge. 

Conceptual howledge may inAuence improvements in procedural knowXedge 
though a number of possible mechanisms, either by d i r ~ t l y  instigating 
procedural innovations, or by supposing procedural advances driven by other, 
non-conceptual factors. In the hllowing sections, I consider three potential 
mechanisms, and review existing empirical evidence for each: (I)  gains in 
conceptual howledge rnay lead to changes in problem representation, which in 
turn rnay enable the generation af new procedures; (21) gains in conceptual 
howledge rnay lead children to reajize that existing procedures are inconect, 
and this may tfigger procedure generation; and f 3) gains in conceptual knowledge 



may guide children" evaluation of potential, alternative procedures, whether 
those procedures are self-generated or learned from outside sources, 

I .  Changes in Problem Representation 
One direct pathway by which gains in conceptual knowledge may instigate 

procedural innovations is by causing changes in problem representation, which in 
turn may enable procehral innovations, Roblern representation can be defined 
as "the internal depiction or recreation of a problem in working memory during 
problem solving" "(Fiittle-Johnson, Siegler & Alibati, 2001, p, 348). A new 
problem representation is created each time a problem is solved. Problem 
representations are sometimes inaccurate or incomplete because solvers may fail 
to represent eeaain problem features or may represent them inaccurately. 

Past research from a variety af domains supports each of the links in the 
pathway From gains in conceptual knowledge to improved problem represen- 
tation to gains in procedural howledge. Rablem solvers who have greater 
conceptual howledge in a domain tend to form more accurate and more 
complete problem representations (e,g., Chi, Feltovich, & CXaser, 1981, physics 
problem solving), and experimental manipulations designed to improve salvers" 
problem representations lead t.o generation of new pmblem-solving procedures 
fe.g., Siegler, 159%i6, balance scale pmblem solving), Within mathematics, 
evidence from two domains, decimal fractions and mathematical equivalence, 
supports bath of the links in this hypothesized pathway. 

First, consider the evidence fmm the domain of decimal fractions, As 
described previousty, Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, and Alibali (2QOll) assessed 
children" procedural skill at placing decimal fractions on a number line on a 
pretest, during an instwcrciond intervention, and on a posttest, mey also assessed 
child~n" ccanceptual understanding of decimal hcttons at, pretest and posttest. 
Rittle-Johnson et al. found that pretest to posttest gains in children's caneeptuaf 
knowledge of decimal fmctions were associated with improvements in their 
abilities to conectly place a clecimal fiaction on a number line. 

Cmcialfy, this relation was accounted for, in part, by children" representations 
of the decimal fractions, which were assessed based on explanations that 
the children provided d u ~ n g  the intervention. On each sf the 12 intervention 
trials, children solved a problem (e-g., indicated the location on a number line 
eonesponding to a given decimal fraction), were told the correct answer, and then 
were asked to explain why that comect answer was conect, For each explanation, 
children were scored as having a conect representation if they conveyed either a 
eomm-unit  understanding sf the fraction, in which the fraction was represented 
in terns of its smallest unit (e.g., 0.625 is represented as 625 (housandths), or a 
composite understanding of the fraction, in which the fraction is represented as 
the sum of the individual colum values (e-g., O.fi25 is represented as the sum of6 
tenths, 2 hundredths, and 5 thousandths). One common inconect representation 



of the fraction stemmed from an analogy to whole numbers (e,g., 0.625 is 
represented as "in the six hundreds'". 

Using mediation analyses, Rittfe-Johnson el uE. demonstrated that (1) 
conceptual knowledge at pretest was associated with frequency of comect 
problem representation during the intervention, (2) fmquenc y of conec t problem 
representation during the intervention was associated with gains in procedural 
knowledge from pretest to posttest and transkr test, and (3) the relation between 
initial conceptual knowledge and gains in procedural knowledge was diminished 
(although not completely eliminated) when frequency of conect problem 
representation was included in the regression model, Thus, problem represen- 
tation accounted for at least part of the relation between initial conceptual 
knowledge and procedural knowledge gain, Children with greater conceptual 
knowledge were more likely to accurately represent the decirnaf fractions, and 
children who had better representations of the fractions displayed better learning 
of how to place the fractions on the nuxlzber line. 

The components of this pathway have atso received empirical suppofi in the 
domain of mathematical equivalence. Severat studies have shown that 
instmetional interventions that are designed to inculcate conceptual knowledge 
of mafhematical equivalence also lead to improvements in problem represen- 
tation. Xn one study (MeNeil & Afibali, in press-b), children in a conceptuaf- 
instruction group received a brief intervention about the meaning of the equal 
sign, and they were also shown a cotrectly solved equivalence problem. Children 
in a contmf group were shown a conecfly solved equivalence problem but 
received na other intervention. Children" problem representations were assessed 
both before and after the interventions by asking them to reccl;rns;tmct equivalence 
problems that they viewed for 5 seconds each. As seen in Egure 1, among 
children who represented equivalence problems poorly on the pretest, children in 
the conceptual intervention condition made greater improvements in problem 
representation than did children in the control condition, In another study, 
Rittle-Johnson and Alibali f 1999) provided children with a lesson that focused on 
the goal of making both sides of the problem equal, but that did not provide any 
guidance about how to achieve this goal. Among children who represented 
equivalence problems ineonectly on a pretest assessment, 58% of the children 
who received the conceptual Iesson represented the problems conectfy on a 
posttest assessment, compared to only 30% of children in a contsol condition who 
did not receive instruction. Thus, manipulations designed to promote conceptual 
howEedge also lead to gains in problem representation, 

Evidence from studies of mathematical equivalence has also shown that 
improvements in problem representation can lead to generation. of new 
procedures for solving equivatence problems, Alibali, McPJeil, and Pemortr 
(1998) presented some children with equivalence problems in which the 
equal sign was pxinted in red, and also told them to "notice where the equal sign 
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Fig. I .  Meitn prefesr ro pu.~?tesl ip~zpruvemetzts represen fa fiott scnresfi7r children 'vtrho recerved u 
brief concepltlcil Irssotl urzd cl-lildrelz st'I~o did nnt. Ciirldren rvho pegornted well on the pretest f r.e., 
tvho recon.~tr~6cted at leasf t t ~ ~ >  r l f  three prc~blems correr fl) were e %cludedfrom the ~z~tcr/y,.si,r, Chr idrfrz 
in the oonr.e1~t~czl ~ ( ~ d t t i o f ?  (Ilr = 12) nzncle grwrer rmpraver?zrrzrs ifz probjern reprc>.sertr~ti rhurt clrd 
children it7 the conrrt~l cnrzdiclirior~ (N --- 22), t(221 == 1.84, p < 0,l)S. Drsrcr cfrun.fr jram the stird~ 
reported in McNeiI and Alrbtili ( in  prcss-bj. 

is in the problem," This intervention was intended to highlight the position of the 
equal sign, which children often fail to represent comectly (MeNeil clL. Alibali, 
in press-b). Children who received this intervention were mare likely than 
children who did not to generate new procedures for solving the problems on a 
pasttest, However, children expressed rnost of their new procedures in gestures 
and not in speech on the posttest, These new gestured procedures tended to occur 
in responses in which children expressed one (old) procedure in speech and a 
different (new) procedure in the accompanying gesture.' For example, as seen in 
Table X (third row), a child might express the add-all procedure in, speech, but at 
the same time, express the eylkulize procedure (i,e., make both sides equal) in 
gesture. Responses in which speech ertnveys one procedure and gesture conveys 
another prcjcedure have been termed ""gesture-speech mismatches" in prior work 
(Perry, Church, & Goldin-Meadow, 1988). Furthermore, the procedures 
expressed uniquely in gesture in such mismatches have been shown in other 
research to ~ A e c t  implicit, emerging procedures (e,g,, Carber, Allball, & 
Goldin-Meadow, 1998), Thus, these &ta suggest that changes in representation 
helped ""get the ball rolling" in the process of generating new procedures. 

' ~ a r  d e ~ i l s  nbaut how the system for coding gesrures was developed, see Perry, Church. and 
Coldin-Meadow (1 988). 



TABLE l 

Sample Gesture-Speczch Match and Mismatch Rcsponsc for Mathematical 
Equivalence Problems 

Verbal explanation Gestured explanation 

Gestum - speech marches 
1 I added 3 plus 9 Right hand point: left 3, 

plus 5 plus 3, and 9, 5, right 3, solution. 
I got 20. (add-all) f a&-all) 

3 glus 9 plus 5 
is 17, and 3 plus 
14 is 17, (equalize) 

Left hand pclinr: sweep under 
3 -t- 9 -i- 5. Right hand point: sweep 
under 3 + -. (equalize) 

Gesture-speech mismatches 
3 3 plus 9 is f 2, Left hand point: sweep under 

plus 5 is t 7 ,  plus 3 + 9, 9 -i- 5. Right hand point: sweep 
3 makes 20. (add-all) under 3 4- -. (equalize) 

J d d e d  3 and 9 
and 5 and got 1'7, 
and 3 plus t 4 is 
17, (equalize) 

Right hand point: 9, 5, 
solution. (grotlp) 

All examples clre for the problem 3 + 9 + 5 =r 3 3. _ Prmedure codes are ind~cilted 1~ parentheses, 
i\iut@; Procedures in gesture and speech dre c d c d  ~ndepcndently, ubrng systems develow by Peny. Church, and 

Gold~n-Wadow (1988). For each respnse, the codas asugned to the verbal and gestured explanat~ons are 
compared. ff the same procedure ts arsrg~led to the verbal and gestured explanatrons, the respnse as n whole is 
considered a ge\ture-upech match. If d~fferent procedure\ are asssstgned to the verbal and gebtured explanations. the 
response as a whale 1s cuns~dered a gesture-speech mt\march. 

Xn a Eollaw-up study (AXlbaZi & McNeil, in preparation), children were again 
presented with equivalence problems in which the equal sign was printed in red, 
and they also received feedback that the pmcedures they had used to solve the 
pretest problems were incorrect, Compared to the initial study in which children 
did not receive such feedback, many more children in this study generated new 
procedures that they expressed in speech. lfn the red-equat-sign condition, nearly 
half of the children expressed new procedures in speech on the posttest. 
Moreover, most of the new procedures that children generated involved the equal 
sign in some way. The most cornmanly genemted procedure was the equalize 
procedure fa conect procedure), and the second mtjst commonly generated 
procedure was the add-to-equal-sig~s procedure (an incorrect procedure), both of 
which rely on representing the position of the equal sign. 

Taken together, these two studies suggest that changes in representation are a 
key component of the process of procedure generation. When children notice 
new katures of probjems, but do not realize that their existing procedures 
are ineamect, they generate new procedures and express them in gesture. 



When children receive feedback that their existing procedures are ineonect, they 
generate new procedures and express them in speech, Thus, changes in problem 
representation promote procedure generation, When children begin to represent 
new problem features, they became able to generate new procedures that depend 
an those features, 

From this perspective, one can think more concretely about the processes by 
which gains in conceptual understanding lead to generation of new procedures. 
Imagine a fourth-grade girl who lacks a sophisticated concept of the equal sign, 
and who instead thinks that the q u a l  sign means "put the answer." Many late 
elementary and middle school students hold this view (Kieran, 1981; 
Rittle-Johnson cPt Alibali, 1999; McNeil & Alibali, in press-a). When presented 
with an equivalence problem such as 3 -1- 4 -t- 5 = 3 $- -, the girl is likely to 
ignore the position of the equal sign, and instead represent the probtem as a 
typical addition pmblexn, such. as 3 -1- 4 4- 5 4- 3 == "- (McNeil clit Alibali, 20Q4). 
She is also likely to solve the equivalence problem inconectly, using a procedure 
such as add-all, and a ~ v i n f :  at a solution af f 5. 

Suppose this girl then learns via instmetion that the equal sign does not mean 
"put the answer" but instead means that the quantities an each side of it are the 
same. If she is then presented with an equivalence problem, she might begin to 
notice the equal sign in the problem and, for the first time, begin to represent the 
two ""sides" of the problem. Qnce the ""sides'kof the problem are represented as 
problem features, a whole new set of procedures become possible. The girl may 
then generate the equalize procedure, which involves making both sides equal. 

2- Realizing that Existing Procedttres Are Incorrect 
Anather direct pathway by which gains in conceptual knowledge may 

instigate procedural innovations is via the realization that existing procedures 
are incorrect. If acquiring new conceptual knowledge lends children to realize 
that their existing pracedures are faulty, they may be campetfed to eonstmct new 
prwedures to ""il the gap." h this case, conceptual knowledge may both 
instigate constmction of a new procedure and supporl- children" efforts to 
eonstmet a new procedure that i s  correct. 

An example may clarify the processes involved in this pathway. Consider the 
girl in the previous example, who learned that the equal sign means that the 
quantities on either side of it are the same, The girt may attempt to link this new 
conceptual knowledge with her existing procedure for solving equivalence 
problems. namely, the crdd-all procedure, However, in doing so, she may realize 
that her existing procedure is incompatible with this meaning of the equal sign. 
This may lead her to conclude that her exkting procedure is incorrect, and 
compel her to genmate a new one. 

In constmcting a new prtncedure, the girl may also utilize her newly acquired 
conceptual knowledge to guide her representation of the problem, and she may 



begin to represent features of the problem that she had heretofore represented 
incomectly or not represented at all, such as the position of the equal sign. 
Thus, realizing that her existing procedure is incomect may compel her to change 
her representation of the problem, engaging the mechanism discussed previously. 

Although this pathway front new conceptual knowledge ta realizing an 
existing procedure is incomect to generating a new procedure is a plausible one, 
to my knowfdge, there is no empirical data to support the entire pathway. 
However, there is ampie eviclence for the second fink in the pathway, namely that 
children change their procedures when they learn that their existing qproaches 
are inconect, In one of the experimental conditions in Alibali (1991)), children 
were asked to solve equivalence problems in an intervention, and for problems 
that were solved incorrecdy, children were told, "That" a ggod dry, but it's sot 
the right way to solve the problern."Th"hiirty-one percent of the children in this 
condition generated new procedures for solving the problem on a posttest, 
compared ta no children in a control condition in which children did not receive 
feedback about the comctness of their prior approach. 

Some data can also be marshaled to support the first Iink in the pathway, 
namely, the link from gains in conceptuaI knowledge to realizing an existing 
procedure is incorrect. in  Rittle-Johnson and Alibali" ((2999) study af 
mathematical equivalence, children evaluated three coneet and thee inconect 
prc3cedures both before and afer a brief conceptual lesson, or without instmction 
in a control group, All of the children used inconect procedures at pretest. The 
data of interest in the present context are children" evaluations of the add-all 
procedure, the most cornlaon inconect procedure for problems of the h rm used 
in the study (a  i- h -t- c =.: a -4- -1. Children rated the procedures on a scale from 
""not so smart""(0) to "very sinart" (212). Ratings of the add-all procedure given by 
children in the concepfual-instmetian group decreased substantially (from 1.32 to 
0.53), whereas ratings of children in the no-instruction control group held steady 
(from 1.22 to 1.28). These data suggest that the co~tceptual instmetion led 
children to re-evaluate the a&-all procedure, which the majority of the children 
used at pretest, and realize that this procedure was not conect. 

Although these data are suggestive, it would be rnore definitive to directly 
assess children" scquisitian of the target concepts, and to examine the relation 
between acquisition of the concepts and evaluation of pretest procedures. i f  this 
pathway works as hypothesized, children who acquire the target concepts should 
evaluate their inco~ect pretest procedures more negatively at posttest than 
children who do not acquire the target concepts. A reanalysis of data frono 
Rittle-Johnson and Alibali (1999) supports this hypothesis. Children were 
classified as having gained conceptual knowIedge if they scored higher on the 
posttest conceptual krrowiedge assessment than on the pretest conceptual 
knowledge assessment. As seen in Figure 2, children who gained conceptual 
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Fig. 2, ?Wean pretest to yosffesf chnrtgrrs rrz children's PI-uluations of 1114 add-all procedut-cr jfnr 
chlldren w2ho rrzade gains in cont*tv!?ruak knorcfedge from pretest to jwofffes~ and chifdren who dtd not 
m k e  gains, colltrystrzg across e.xperi~ieirtcrl rortc/irronr, Chikdrer? who nzcrde gains rrt conceptual 
knnvc'iedge cl~crmsrtd their er*ulmtiorrs of rlze add-ail prctudtluc. rrrorr rlzcrrz c l i d  chilutren w!zo did rzrir 
make gaitas in conceplaal howkedge, tf46) =. 1.71, p < 0.05, r~!le-fniked. h t i r  Lilru~n from Rrrtle- 
Johnson and Alihcrli ( 1  999). 

knowledge over the course of the study decreased their evaluations of &he add-crll 
procedure more than did children who did not gain conceptual knowledge. 

It would also be of value to address the entire pathway in a single study- 
ideauy a microgenetic study that cvotild examine conceptual knowledge, 
procedure evaluation, and procedure use at ~nulttple time paints. Such a study 
could address the temporal relations between gains in cor-tceptual knowledge and 
changes in procedure evaluation. 

3.. Gui~lr'ng Evalttntltnns of Alternative Proceelikr-es 
A third pathway by which coneeptua1 knowledge rnay influence prczcedural 

knowledge is that gains in conceptual knowledge may guide children's 
evaluation of potential alternative procedures. Ghijdren may invent new 
procedures themselves, or they nzay learn new procedures from a variety of 
outside sources, such as observing other children, reading textbooks, learning 
fmm inst~uction, and so forth. Conceptual knowledge may inhrm children" s 
decisions &out whether to adopt these procedures, and may guide their 
evaluation of procedures invented ta rnecf the demands of the current problem. 
Thus, in this pathway, conceptual knowledge is a support for prctcedurai advances 
that are motivated by other, non-conceptual kctors, such as modeling, 
instmction, or a desire h r  eficiency. 



This pathway was first described by Siegler and Crowley (2994), who argued 
that children use conceptuaI knowledge, in the form of ""gal sketches," to 
evaluate alternative procedures far salving problems. Goal sketches inco~orate 
information about the goals that prmedurcs within a domain must meet. In an 
experiment on children's prwedures for solving simple addition probterns (e.g., 
4 4- 8 = ?), Siegter and Crowley found &at 5-year-afds who did not yet 
spontaneously use the count-from-larger-czalde~zd prwedure judged it to be 
smarter than an equally navel ifiegitimate procedure, and just as srnafi as their 
typical procedure of counting from one. The illlegitimate procedure involved 
counting one of the addends twice, so it was incamsistent with the hypothesized 
goal sketch for simpXe addition. Thus, conceptsd knowledge, in the f o m  of a 
goal sketch, appeared to guide children" evaluation of the novel procedures, 

Other findings support the id= that gains in conceptual knowledge 
ini4uenee children" sevaluations of alternative procedures. As noted ewiier, in 
Rittle-Johnson and AIiba-fi" (1999) stdy of mathematical equivalence, 
childre11 evaluated a set of six diEerent w a d u r e s  an a three-point scale both 
before and aAer a conceptual lesson, or withwt instnrtction in a conrroi group. 
As seen in Figure 3, children in the c ptual-instmction group altered 
their evaluations in appropriate ways, diemeasing their evaltra~ans of incaneet 
procedures ( M  = -- 0.32) and increasing their evatuations of caae t  procedures 
( M  =t 1-0.20). In contrast. children in the control group did f l ~ t  change their 
evaluations of inconect proce$ures ( M  = +O.Ql) and acm-tly decreased their 
evaluations of correct procedures ( M  = - 0.20). These data suggest that gains 
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in conceptual knowledge due to the lesson helped children in the conceptual- 
instmction group to evajluak potential alternative prwedures in sensible ways. 

Changes in children's evaluations of alternative procedures presumably infom 
children" procedure choices. Contemporary models of procedure choice in 
proMem salving, such as that proposed by Shmger and Siegtex (1 998) (see also 
Siegler & Shipley, 1995), hold that learners store information about 
the eEectiveness and ef'iieieney of various potential procedures and use 
this informatian to guide their prrxedure choices. Within such a framework, 
improvements in children's evaluations s f  alternative procedures, such as 
increases in evaluations of comct procedures and decreases in evrtXuatisns 
of incaneet procedures, are likely to lead to better choices among competing 
procedures. 

4. Sumnzaq 
Existing empinical data strongly support the possibility that gains in conceptual 

knowledge lead to changes in problem representation, which in turn enable the 
generation of new procedures, Less empirical data support the possibilities that (I ) 
gains in conceptual knowledge lead children to realize that existing procedures an= 
inconect, and this impels them to generate new procedures, and (2) gains in 
conceptuai knowledge guide ehildren"~ evaluation of alternative prclcedures, both 
self-generated ones and ones learned from outside sources. However, the available 
data suggest that these are also viable pathways to account for the impact of gains 
in conceptual knowledge on procedural knowledge, 

B. PROCEDURES PROVIDE THE BASES FOR I N E R R I N G  GONCEnS 

Mounting evidence indicates that gains in procedural knowledge can influence 
conceptual knowledge. Several sources of evidence converge on &is conclusion. 
First, several studies have shown that c h i l d ~ n  demonstrate gains in conceptual 
knowledge after a procedural lesson, For example, Rittle-Johnson and AIibali 
(1999) provided third- and fourth-grade students with instmction about a conecr 
procedure for salving equivalence problems (cance t Iike addends and group the 
remaining addends). Children's conceptual understanding of the equal sign 
symbot was assessed both before and after the lesson, using a battery sf tasks 
designed to assess understanding both explicitly (e.g., tell what the equal sign 
means) and implicitly (e,g., rate other children's definitions of the equal sign, 
evaiuate non-standard equations as making sense or not). Children who received 
the procedural lesson made greater gains in conceptual knowledge than did 
children in a control group who did not receive any lesson. At the individual 
level, 53% of children in the procedural instmction group impmved their 
conceptual understanding from pretest to posttest, whereas only 38% of children 
in the control group did so. 
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Second, some evidence indicates that improvements in procedural knowledge 
are associated with gains in conceptual knowledge. As described previously, 
Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, and Alibali (2W1) assessed children's procedural skill at 
placing decimal .fractions on a number line on a pretest, during an instmctional 
intervention, and on a posttest. They also assessed ehildren5s conceptual 
understanding of decimal fractions at pretest and posttest. In a regression 
analysis, they controtled for scores on the procedural knowledge pretest, and 
determined that procedural knowfedge scores during the intervention and at 
posttest predicted improvements from pretest to posttest in children" conceptual 
knowledge, Procedural knowledge scores at both time points were positively 
associated with size of conceptual knowledge gains, Thus, learning to conectly 
place fractions on the number line was linked with improvements in children" 
conceptual knowledge of decimal fmctions. 

However, despite the evidence that gains in procedural knowledge can lead ta 
improvements in conceptual knowledge, sonle evidence suggests that this causal 
pathway is less sfmng or less consistent than the reverse pathway (that from gains 
in conceptuaX knowledge to improvements in procedural knowledge). For 
example, Rittle-Johnson and AlibaXi ( t  999) found that more than 80% of children 
who received conceptual instruction generated correct procedures for solving 
problems at posttest, whereas only 53% of children who received procedural 
instmetion displayed pretest to posttest gains in conceptual knowledge. Of 
course, one cannot be certain that the conceptual and procedural knowledge 
assessments were equally sensitive. Howcver, the pattern of results suggests that 
the strength of influence of each type of knowfedge on the other may be 
asymmetrical. fn addition, many children in the procedural-instmction group 
were unable to adapt their newly learned procedures to solve transfer problems, 
suggesting that they had not acquired suficient conceptual knowledge to guide 
their adaptation of the instructed procedure to novel contexts. Thus, although 
children did acquire conceptuaI knowledge from a procedural lesson, gains were 
modest and did not hold for all children. 

Other evidence dso suggests that the infiuence of gains in procedural 
knowledge on conceptual knowledge may be limited, fn some domains (e.g,, 
multi-digit subtraction, fraction multiplication, fraction division), people learn 
conect procedures but never fully understand the conceptual underpinnings of 
those procedures (Fuson, 1990; Ma, 1999). Fuahermore, Byrnes and Wasik 
f ES391) provided children a lesson on the least common denominator procedure 
for fraction addition, but did not observe gains in conceptual knowledge 
following the lesson. There are several potential explanations for this null result; 
however, one possibility is that gains in procedural knowledge do not promote 
gains in conceptual knowledge in all cases or far all chiidren. 

This wt~rk suggests that any purposed mechanisms by which procedural 
knowledge may Iead to gains in conceptual knr~wledge must be able to account 



for vahability across children in whether or not the gains occur. 1n the fallowing 
sections, I consider two potential mechanisms, and review existing empifical 
evidence for each: (1) learning new procedures may cause children to change 
their proble~n representations, and improved problem representation may in turn 
provide a basis for in fe~ing  concepts; and ( 2 )  learning new procedures rnay lead 
children. to reflect upon why those prc?eedul-es "work" or are eEective, and this 
rnay provide a basis for inferring concepts. 

I .  Changes in Problem Represenftitiorz 
One possible mechanism by which gains in procedural howledge nlay 

promote gains in conceptual knowledge is via changes in problem representation. 
Learning new procedures may cause children to improve their problem 
representations, and improved problem representation rnay in turn provide a 
basis for infendng concepts. 

A hypothetical example may serve to c l a ~ f y  the processes involved in this 
pathway. Consider a fourth-grade boy who holds an operational concept of the 
equal sign, namely that the equal sign means "put the answer." "puppose that this 
boy learns that one correct way t.o solve an equivalence problem such as 3 + 
9 -4- 5 = 3 + - is to cancel the addend that appears on both sides of the equal sign 
(in this case, the 3), and add the remaining numbers (in this case, the 9 and 5). 
After learning this procedure, the boy rnay be more likely to notice the position of 
the equal sign in other equations that he encounters, because it is essential to 
attend to the equal sign in order to deternine what the ""sdes'kof the problem are, 
Thus, learning this new procedure may lead him to represent equivalence 
problems more accurately than he did before. In pagicular, he rnay more 
accurately represent the position of the equal sign. 

ff  the boy begins to accurately represent the position of the equal sign in 
equivalence problems and other equations, he is likely t;o note that the equal sign 
does not always occur at the end of the problem. However, this fact is inconsistent 
with his conception of the equal sign as meaning ""put the answer." Recognizing 
this inconsistency may lead him to consider other possible intevretatims of the 
equal sign that itre consistent with his newly learned procedure. In so doing, he 
may infer that the equal sign indicates that two quantities are the same-a 
conception that is compatible with his newly learned procedure. Thus, in this 
instance, the boy learned a new problem-solving procedure and consequently 
improved his representation of equations, and his improved representation 
pmvided the basis for inferring an improved concept of the equal sign. 

No evidence to date addresses this pathway in its entirety. However, there i s  
some evidence for the first link in the pathway, namely, the fink from gains in 
prwedural howledge ta improvements in problem representation, A1 ibali, 
QckuIy, and Fischer (2005) investigated whether learning new, comect 
procedulres via instmction led to improvements in children" representations af 



quivalence problems. Third- and kurth-grade students completed reconstruc- 
tion and recognition tasks to assess problem representation both before and after 
an intenention in which, some children learned a eanect procedure far solving 
equivalence problems. The intervention focused an two digereat canect 
procedures, equalize (make both sides equal) and a&-subtract (add the left 
side and subtract the number on the ~ g h t ) ,  which were presented in a 2 x 2 
design, yielding four groups: equalize only, add-subtmct only, both procedures, 
or neither procedure.. As seen in Figure 4, children who learned the equalize 
procedure improved their problem  presentations more than children who did 
not learn the equalize procedure. Laming this procedure led ehifdren to 
repl-esent the right side of the problems more accurately (i.e,, at pasttest, fewer 
children made errors such as reconstructing the target problem 3 -$- 9 + 5 = 
34- - a s 3 + 9 + 5 = 3 a r 3 + 9 + 5 = + 3 ) .  

Srrrgrisingly, learning the add-subtract procedure did not lead to improve- 
ments in problem representation. This finding suggests a: possible reason why not 
all procedural lessons lead to conceptual knowledge gains: na~nely, some 
procedures may be better at pmrnoting improved problem representation than 
otlhers. Indeed, the crqurrrlke procedure requires children to represent the sides of 
the equation, whereas the add-subtract procedure requires only that children 
represent the numbers on the left and the number on the ight. The hct  that the 
equalrie lesson led to impravements in children's represen~ations of the right side 

No Add-Subtract Add-Subtract 

Fig. 4. Mean pretest ro postfest improver?zen~s in rcrpresetzrarion scores @r children who were 
ta~kghf fhe equalize pmcedure, the add-subtract procedure both procedikres, or tleither procedure 
gram Alibali Ockuly, dl Fkisclzer, 20(3ti). Children who learned the equalize procedure improved tlzeir 
prubleplz representations m r e  rhan children who did net learn the equdize pmcvdure, @ I ,  4.5) =. 4.2, 
p < 0.05. 
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of the equation is consistent with this view, Thus, some procedural lessons may 
be more Iikely to engage this pathway than others. 

Unfoaunately, there is not direct evidence yet for the second Iink in the 
pathway, namely, the link from improvements in problem representation to 
i n f e ~ n g  coneet concepts, To address this issue, studies are needed that involve 
mmipulations to improve problem representations and measures of conceptual 
howledge both before and after those manipulations. Because the process of 
i n f e ~ n g  new concepts is likely to be gradual, it would seem wise to use sensitive 
measures of conceptual knowledge, such as rating or recognition measures (e,g., 
rating canect and incomect definitions of the equal sign provided by other 
children) so that subtle changes in concepts can be detected. Such studies might 
also include probes about concepts in various contexts (e-g., asking about the 
meaning of the equal sign symbol in var;ious contexts, such as an addition 
problem and an equivalence problem), because past research has shown that 
emerging conceptual knowledge may be displayed in sorne contexts but not 
others (McNeil & Alibali, in press-a). 

2. Rejectl'on about Why Procedures Work 
Another possible mechanism by which learning new pmcedures may lead to 

gains in conceptual knowledge is by fostering refiection about why those 
procedures work. When children learn new procedures, they may choose to 
reflect about the rationales t~nderlying those procedures, even if those rationales 
are not provided in instmction. What might compel such reflection? One 
possibility is that newly Ieamed, comect procedures yield di@erent solutions 
than previously used, inconect procedures, Noting the diBerenees in the 
solutions yielded by the old and the new procedures may lead children to reflect 
about the basis of the new procedures. Another possibility is that newly Ieamed 
proced~~res may be more efficient than previously used procedures, Ef this is the 
case, then children may be able to i~nple~ment the new procedures without using 
all of their available processing resources, and they may have resources 
available which they rnay allocate to consider the conceptual basis af the 
new procedures (c$ Shrager & Siegler, 1998). Reflecting about newly 
Ieamed procedures may lead children to afliculate principles or to f'om links 
between previously isolated pieces of knowledge, both forms of conceptual 
knowledge, Thus, learning new procedures rnay provoke reflection about why 
the procedures work, and this reflection may promote gains in conceptual 
knowledge. 

Consider a girj who initially uses the add-all procedure to solve equivalence 
problems such as 3 + 9 + 5 = 3 + -. If the girl then learns the cancel-and-group 
procedure by observing a fI;end solving the same problem, the girl will note that 
the new procedure yields a Biaerent solution. She rnay also find that the caneel- 
urtd-group procedure is easier and less resource-intensive lo implement, because 
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encouraged reflection among children who might not have refiected if left to their 
own devices, 

3, Summary 
Gains in procedural knowledge clearty cavz lead to improvements in conceptual 

knowledge; however, such improvements are not observed in all studies or 
among a11 children, so the mechanisms underlying this pathway inust be able to 
explain such variability. Empirical evidence indicates that gains in procedural 
knowledge lead to improvements in problem representation, and it is plausible, 
though as yet undocumented, that improvements in problem representation may 
provide learners with a basis for inferring domain concepts, Also, some evidence, 
albeit limited, suggests that refiection about why procedures work can promote 
gains in conceptual knowledge, Individual learners may diger in their tendencies 
to refiect upon or to draw inferences based on new knowledge, so both of these 
puvorted mechanisms could account for individual differences in the likelihood 
of conceptual gains after leming new prxedures, 

These hypothesized individual digereaces are reminiscent of reported 
individual: diRerences in students' tendencies to explain material to themselves 
as they study-termed ""setf-explanations"" (Chi et a!,, 1989). A large body of 
literature suggests that explanations-both. when produced for the self and when 
produced for others-may instigate howledge change, In Secticzn 111, I consider 
potential mechanisms of knowledge change that involve explanation, bath in 
speech and in gesture. 
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111. Mechanism that Involve Expresing Knowledge 
in Speech, and Gesture 

Several lines of research have suggested that expressing or explaining 
knowledge may lead to knowledge change. Tn the following subsections, 1 review 
research on two types of activities that have been linked to knowledge change in 
past research: ( l ) producing explanations, for example, when solving problems or 
studying worked problem examples, and (2 )  producing spontaneous gestures 
duing explanations, In each subsection, 1 first review evidence linking the 
activity to knowledge change, and then consider potential mechanistns that may 
be responsible for the observed eEects.. 

A. EXPLANATION AND KNQWLEWE CHANCE 

Explanation can be &fined as "a family of ttctivities aimed at making 
something more understandable" meurnan, Leibowitz, rSr. Schwarz, 2WO). 
Elaptanations involve activities such as generating inflerences, filling in det;;liils, 
aaieulat_ing underlying principles, generating justifications for prcbblem-solving 
steps, and so forth. Explanations typically go beyond what was directly slated in 
the material being explained. 

A large body of literature has investigated the role of explanation in learning. 
The bulk of this literature has focused on two types of explanations: ( I )  
instructional explanations, which are explanations provided by teachers, tutors, 
or other agents that provide instruction (such, as computer-based learning 
environments), and (2 )  setf-explanations, which are explanations generated by 
learners themselves, Because my focus in this chapter is on mechanisms that 
involve expression of knowledge, in this section I consider self-explanations and 
their rate in cognitive change, 

The study of self-expfanations began with Chi and colleaguesberninal 
research on college students leaning about Newtonian particle dynamics 
(Chi et a/., 1989). This research investigated how students studied a chapter from 
a physics textbook, and in pardeular, how students studied the worked example 
problems provided in the text. Chi et al. analyzed the self-explanations that 
students generated when studying the worked examples and investigated how 
studentshelf-explanations related to their learning outcomes. The main finding 
was that goad learners produced mare self-explanations of the physics content 
than did poor learners. Specifically, good learners generated many explanations 
that refined or expanded upon the conditions for pafiicular actions taken in the 
examples, extrapolated the consequences of actions beyond those stated in the 
examples, imposed goals for particular actions or sets of actions, or explained 
the meaning of quantitative expressions. Thus, the self-explanations produced by 



good learners contained infomation about the conditions, consequences, goals, 
and meanings of the steps taken in the examples. 

The fact that good learners produced more self-expianations than poor learners 
suggested to Chi ef al, that self-explanations  night actually foster understanding 
of domain principles, To evaluate this possibility, Chi et trl. assessed the nurnber 
of components of Newton" laws that students possessed before studying the 
examples (on a pretest), and the number of components that they mentioned in the 
explanations they produced while studying the examples, The good learners 
stated components of the laws during their explanatiulss that they had not 
mentioned at all on the pretest, Thus, self-explanations served to "bootstrap'' 
students9 understanding of domain principles. 

Renkl (1997) also highlighted the role of self-expianation in understanding of 
p~nciples, in a study of university kshrnen studying worked examples of 
probability problems. Renkl cod& the content of participantsbeXf-explanations 
of worked examples along several dimensions, and rhen used cluster analysis to 
identify ""styles" of self-explanation. Students' learning outcomes varied as a 
function of self-explanation style, with two style groups showing positive 
learning outcomes: ( I )  individuals who used anticipative reasoning, defined 
as working part of the problem before viewing the worked example, and 
(2) individuals whose self-explanations focused on principles, Renkl" findings 
about the beneficial egeets of a principle-based self-explanation style are 
compatible with Chi et al.'s claim that self- explanation^ foster- understanding of 
domain principles. 

Renkl" study also replicated Chi et al." ((1989) finding that better learners 
produced more self-explanations than less successful learners. This finding has 
also been replicated by other investigators in other paaieipant populations and 
content domains, including adults learning about computer programming (Pirolt Xi 
& Recker, 1994) and high sehoal students learning to solve algebra word 
problems (Beurnan ef al., 2000). 

Early studies of the self-explanation effect were comelational-they linked 
pre-existing individual digerences in expfanation patterns to diEerences in 
learning outcomes, However, because of the obvious educational implications 
of self-explanations, intervention studies soon foIXowed. Xn the first eontralled 
study of whether eliciting setf-explanations fosters learning, Chi et nl. (1994) 
randomly assigned eighth-grade students studying a text about the circulatory 
system to self-explain during the study period or to simply read the text 
twice' Students in the self-explanation condition learned more than students in 
the control condition. Furthermore, students who generated many self- 
explanations were more likely ta achieve the conect mental model of the 
circulatory syskrmz aver the cour;se of the expe~rnent than were students who 
generated few self-explanations. 



A large number of studies in a wide va~e ty  of participant populations and 
content dcjmains have shown that elicited or promp-bed self-explanations are 
beneficial for learning. These studies have spanned a nut-nber of diEerent types of 
material to be explained, including text (e.g., Chi el nl,, 1994), worked examples 
(e,g., Didierjean & Cauzinille-Marmeche, 149R Atkinson, Renkl, cSr Meni 11, 
20031, problem solutions (e.g., Pine & Messer, 20001, and problem-solving 
activities (e,g,, Neuman & Sehwarz, 1998; Aleven &; Koedinger, 2W21, 
These studies have also addressed many diEerent content areas, including 
computer progratnming (Bielaczyc, Pirolli, & Brown, 1995), analogical 
problems (Neuman & Schwarz, 1998), block balancing problems (Pine & 
Messer, 2000). probierns about compound and real interest (Renkl el  ul., l 9981, 
and several mathematical domains, including factcxring (Didierjean 82: 
Gauzinille-Marmeehe, 1997)), geonjetry (Aleven cliZ Kc~edinger, 2002), 
rnathennaticai equivafence (Rittle-Johnson, 2004) and probability (Wong, 
Lawson, c5t Keeves, 2002; Atkinson, Renki, & Merrill, 26)03). A few studies 
have yielded null egects (e.g., Mwangi & Sweller's, 1998, study of third-grade 
students learning to solve "compare'hurord problems); however, on the whole, 
this body of literature suggests that eliciting self-expjanations is a robust and 
effestive technique for prorrtoting learning and cognitive change. 

For elicited self-explanations, the nature of the inforlnatian explained also 
influences what and how much explainers 'team. Siegler (1 995) elicited 
explanations among 5-year-old children solving Piagetian quantity conservation 
tasks. Children in one group explained their own, usually incorrect, judgments 
about the quivalence of the quantities in the tasks, and they were given kedback 
about the conectness of their judgments. Children in another group were told the 
conect judgment (e.g., the two quantities were the same) by the experimenter and 
then explained that judgment. Children who explained the experimenter's 
reasoning perfinrmed better than children who explained their own reasoning, 

In rz related study, Siegler (2002) elicited explanations among third- and 
hurth-grade students solving mathematical equivalence problems. Some 
children were told that a child at another school had provided the correct 
answer, and they explained why they thought that answer was comect. Oher 
children were told about two children at another school, one who had provided 
the conect answer, and one who had provided an incorrect answer. ?"he children 
then explained both why the conect answer was correct and why the incorrect 
answer was inconect. Compared to children who explained their own reasoning, 
children in both groups benefited f'rarn explaining other children's answers, but 
those who explained both the cozeet and the ineo~ect answers benefited tnore 
than did those who explained the correct answer only. Similar findings were 
repo"eed by Cuny (2004) in a parallel study of college students setting up 
equations for algebra word problems. Thus, the eEects of self-explanation also 
depend on the information being explained. 
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Many investigators who have studied self-explanation have theorized about or 
investigated the mechanisms that underlie the self-explanation effect. Xn the 
following sections, X discuss three potential mechanisms that may be responsible 
for the beneficial eExts  of self-explanation on learning, Because my focus in this 
chapter is an changes in mathematical thinking, I emphasize mechanisms that 
have been studied in the domain of' mathematics, although X also consider some 
studies from other domains, My intent is not to provide an exhaustive review of 
mechanistic accounts of self-explaination eEects, but rather to ilfustrate sorne 
mechanisms that have relevance for mathematics learning. I focus here on three 
potential mechanisms: (I)  self-explaining encourages inference generation, 
which cwates new chunks of howledge, (2) self-explaining promotes the 
integration of concepts and procedures, and (3) self-exprtaining leads to improved 
problem representation. 

I .  f;etzerat.l'ng Inferences 
Chi and colleagues' initial claim about the mechanism underlying the seff- 

explanation eRect was that self-explanations promote inference generation. 
Enferences go beyond what was stated in the source material, sometimes drawing 
on commonsense world howledge or dornain knowledge, sonzetirx~es integrating 
across components of the source text, and sometimes being purely deductive 
inferences based on statements in the source text (Chi & VanLehn, 1991; Chi, 
2000). Inferences may make tacit knowledge (learners" own prior tacit knowledge, 
or infomation implicit in the text) more explicit and available for use (Chi & 
VanLehn, 1981), or they may help salvers fo identify and repair gaps in their 
knowledge of the domain (VanLehn, Jones, & Chi, 1992). Thus, generating 
inferences is a mechanism by which new knowledge chunks can be created. 

Chi and colIeagueshiew was based on studies of self-explanations produced 
in the domains of physics and biology. Might a similar process of inference 
generation also apply in mathematical domainsxt seems likely. A hypothetical 
example can illustrate how inference might lead to new knowledge in a 
mathematical domain. Imagine a seventh-grade girl studying a worked example 
of a solved equation, such as the one shown in Figure 6, and providing self- 
explanations, At Step 3 of the worked example, the girl might notice that 3 has 
been subtracted from the quantity 3 -1- x, and she might notice that 3 + x - 3 
yields x. Based on these absewations, she might draw the inference that the 
puqose of the step is to isolate the va~able: '"OK;, so now theyke subtracting 3 
from 3 + x. So I guess the idea is to get the x by itself." In this self-explanation, 
the girl infened the goal for the action taken in the worked example. This 
inf'erence may be a new knowledge chunk for the girl, and i t  may fill a gap in her 
understanding of algebraic manipulation. 

1s there empirical evidence from mathematical domains t s  suppofi the view 
that self-explanailions involve generating inferences, which leads to the fornation 



Fig. 6. Sample worked mmzple o f~zn algebmic equation. 

of new knowledge chunks? At least one study of self-explanation in a 
mathematical domain has yielded such evidence-Wong, tawson and Keeves" 
(2002) study of students learning a new theorem in geometry, These investigators 
pmvided a group of ninth-grade students with training in self-explanation, These 
students were then asked ta study a textbook section that presented the theorem 
that an angle inscribed in a semi-circle is a right angle, Students in a control group 
studied the same textbook section using their usual study techniques, Students in 
both groups provided think-aloud protocols while studying the text, Finally, ail 
students completed a gosttest that included problems that requir-ed use of the 
target theorem for solution. 

Students-rhnk-aloud protocols were coded for knowledge-generation 
activities, defined as statements or actions that involved using given infomaion 
or prior knowledge to create new connections or relations. Examples include 
reasoning or hypothesizing that involved the target theorem and relating the 
target theorem to other theorems. Thus, most knowledge-generation activities 
involved forming inferences based an given information or prior knowldge. 
StucSenrs in the self-explanation group produced significantly more of these 
knowledge-generatisn sbtements than controls, 

The beneficial effects of self-explanation were clear on the posttest, where 
students in the self-explanation group outpef.1Fomed students in the control goup 
by a substantial margin, pmicularly on the more diecult items, Moreover, a path 
analysis indicated that the eEects of self-expianation on posttest pedormance 
involved a pathway that included knowledge-generation activities. In fact, 
knowfedge-generatian activities were a stronger predictor of posttest pedom- 
ance &an any of the other emdidate predictors tested, including prior knowledge 
and beliefs about mathematics. Thus, training in self-explanation fostered 
students' use of knowledge-generation activities, and these activities promoted 
success in problem solving. 

This swdy indicates that self-explanations can be used to generate knowledge 
via inference in at least one mathematical domain. However, the nature of the 
speifie connections fomed and how this new knowledge came into play in 
problem solving were not addressed in Wong el at," s ~ d y .  Detailed models, 
such as that developed by VanLehn, Jones, and Chi (1992) for the domain of 
physics, will be needed to specify the processes involved with more precisian, 
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Future studies should attempt to specify the nature of the new knowledge chunks 
that are generated via inference, In addition, studies that focus on mathematical 
domains other then geometv are needed. 

2, Promoting Integmtim oft Concqts and Procedures 
Qne type of inference that is often evident in self-explanations of worked 

examples is justifications l'or pagicular steps in the solution process (Chi et a!., 
1989; Chi & VanLehn, 1991). It seems reasonable to assume that self- 
explanations that focus on such justifications may faster learning by promoting 
integration of concepts and procedures. Other types of self-explanations may 
contrjhute to this integration, as well, For example, explanations that invoke 
domain concepts may strengthen links between those concepts and procedures 
that are based on those concepts, even when those explanations do not focus on 
justifying steps in the procedures, 

When concepts and procedures are well-integrated, knowledge is flexible and 
can be generalized to new tasks and problems (Baroody, 2003). Thus, self- 
explanations that promote integration of concepts and procedures seem likely to 
foster learnersbacquisition of generalizable, transferable knowledge, and 
consequendy, better problem-salving pedomance. 

Same suggestive evidence from studies of self-explanation in mathematical 
domains suppoas this potential mechanism, Rtttle-Johnson (2004) examined the 
eEects of prompted self-explanations on third- through fifth-gmde children 
learning to solve mathematical equivalence problems. Children salved 
equivalence problems and were given kedback on their solutions. Some children 
were then prompted to explain both an incorrect and a comect solution that had 
been obtained by ""clnldren from anather school" ((as in Siegler" 22002 study), 
Children also received either instmction about a correct procedure or 
encouragement to invent a new procedure. 

Children who self-explained pedomed better than chiXdren who did not self- 
explain on the posttest and on a transfer test that included novel problems (e,g.. 
problems that did not have a repeated addend), regardless of whether they had 
received direct insrmction or encouragement to invent a procedure. To succeed 
an the transkr test, children needed to adapt their newly learned or invented 
proeedures for the novel problems, and coneeptuai howledge is presumably 
necessary to guide such adaptation. Although children rarely mentioned 
conceptual infomation explicitly in their self-explanations, the fact that children 
who self-explained pedormed better on the transfer test suggests that these 
children had constructed connections between their new procedures and their 
conceptual howledge of the domain. 

AXeven and Koedinger (2002) also provided evidence for the integration of 
concepts and procedures in their research on self-explanations in geometsy 
learning. Their study utilized a high school geometry cuficulurn, Cognitive 



Tutor Gec~metry, that involves a computer-based instructional environment. The 
study focused an a unit about angles in which students learned to solve problems 
that relied on various theorems (e.g., the alternate interior angles theorem) for 
solution. Two versions of the Cognitive Tutor were compared: (1) a self- 
exflanat-ion version, which prompted students to self-explain as they worked 
proMems, and (2) the standard, problem-solving version, which did not. In the 
self-explanation tutor, sbdents provided justifications .far each of their problem- 
solving steps, either by typing in the name of the theorem as principle that 
justified the step or by selecting the theorem or p~nciple from a glossary. The 
tutor also provided feedback about whether studentskeplanations were comect. 

Students who used the self-explanation tutar pert:ormed better on a problem- 
solving posttest than did students who used the standard version of the tutor. 
Furthermore, the advantage of seif-explanation was especially pronounced on 
iferns that required deeper understanding far success (e,g., items that required 
students to deternine that there was not suficient information for solution), 

To gain a better understanding of students' patterns czf success across items 
on the posttest, Aleven and Koedinger (2002) fit a rnatheinatieal model ta their 
data. The model was based on the assumption that performanee on the posttest 
items was due to a mixture of three types of knowledge: ( 1 )  shallow procedural 
knowledge, which included both inconect procedures and guessing heuristics 
(e,g., ""angles that look the same, are the same"") (2) correct procedural 
knowledge, defined as knowledge of conect procedures, and (3) conceptual 
knowledge, defined as well-integrated verbal and visual knowledge about the 
theorem?; used in solving the problems. These three types of knowledge were 
hypothesized to relate to performance on different types of posttest items in 
diEerent ways. Far example, conect performance on easy-to-guess posttest 
problems cortld be based on any of the three types of knowledge, whereas 
correct performance on some of the more di%cult items required conceptual 
knowledge, Ajeven and Knedinger formulated equations that captured the 
hypothesized relations between the three types of knowledge and pegonnance 
on the diiTerent types of posttest items. They then fie these equations to the data, 
generating estimates of the strength of each af the three knowledge types for 
students in each of the experirnentd cor~ditions, 

The model ing results suggested that students in the standard condit.ion 
acquired primarily eonect pmcedurttl knowledge, whereas students in the self- 
explanation condition acquired both conceptual knowledge and correct 
procedural knowledge, These findings are compatible with the idea that self- 
explanation fostered students' understanding of the conceptual basis of their 
problem-solving procedures, 

Although Aleven and Koedinger (2002) and Rittle-Johnson (2W4) have 
provided suggestive evidence that self-explanation promotes integration of 
concepts and procedures, neither study has presented direct evidence for this 
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mechanism. Future studies should include assessment items that tap integration 
of concepts and procedures more directly. 

3. I~npruvemenfs in Prohlern Representation 
Another possible mechanism by which self-explanation may promote Xeaming 

is via improvements in problem representation, In her research on self- 
explanations in the domain of biology, Chi (2000) discussed this basic idea in 
terms of revisitzg mentctl models. To evaluate this potential mechanism, Chi 
diagnosed eighth-grade students' mental models of the circulatory system before 
they read and self-explained a text about it. With bowledge of students' initial 
mental models, it was possible to identify infomation in the to-be-explained text 
that would col~flict with each student's model, Xn an intensive microgenetic 
analysis of one girl's self-explanations, Chi (2000) showed that at the paint when 
the girl detected the conflict between the infomation in the text and her own 
rnentaf model, she attelnpted to resolve the conAict, "resulting in [a] long and 
taauous explanation," @. 21.4) which appeared to help her repair her initiat 
mental model. The repair process involved adding features that were not present 
in her original model and integrating links in the model. Thus, self-explaining 
helped the student to construct a better representation of the circuIatory system, 

Research on self-explanations sf analytical reasoning problems also suggests 
that self-explanation promotes accurate problem representation. Neurnnn and 
Sclhwarz (1 998) found that university students who were pt-ompted to self-explain 
a set of analytical reasoning problerns were more successful at solving a target 
problem than were students who sitnply provided think-aloud protocols. A contellt 
analysis of the protocols suggested that good solvers (most of whom were in the 
self-explain condition) focused mare on the ""deep structure" of the target problem, 
whereas poor solvers (most of whom were in the control condition) focused rrclore 
on the problem" ssurhe structure. Neuman and Schwarz intepreted these data as 
suggesting that self-explaining supports solvers in representing the problem's deep 
stmcture, However, it should be noted that their study did not include measures of 
problem representation independent of problem solution. 

At least one study of self-explanation in a mathematical domain has also 
provided suggestive evidence that self-explanations can lead to improved 
prolalem representation. Didierjean and Gauzinille-Mameche (1997) examined 
self-explanations produced by ninth-griide students studying worked examples of 
algebra problems that involved factoring, For paaicipants who had some initial 
knowledge about factoring, prompts to explain led to better pedormance on a 
posttest than either of two control conditions, one in which students simply 
salved problems and one in which students did nothing between pretest and 
posttest. Didierjesn and CauziniIle-Mmeche distinguished m a  subgroups of 
participants in the explanation condition based ctn their patkms of pdormance 
on the posttest, namely, participants who perfomed well on all of the posttest 



problems and those who pedomed well only on problems that were: highly 
similar to the worked examples. For the subgroup that pedomed well on all of 
the posttest problems, evidence frorn participants9 verbalkzations suggested that 
they constmcted an abstrxt problem schema that they then applied to the postkst 
problems.2 Specifically. students in this group often made remarks that pointed 
out stmctural similarities between different problems. Like Meurnan and Schwam 
(1998), Didierjean and Cauzinille-Mame& argued that self-explaining led 
students to represent the problems in terms of an abstract schema that captured 
the problems-ap structure. 

The evidence about improvements in representation frorn Diciiedean and 
Cauzinille-Marmeche's ( 1  997) research is indirect, because there was no explicit 
measure of problem representation either before or after the explanation 
manipulation. To my knowledge, thew are no studies in mathematical domains 
that have directly investigated whether self-explanation promotes changes in 
representation. However, self-explanations may well foster improvements in 
students>epresntations of mathematics problems. 

To illustrate, suppose a boy were asked to study the worked exmple shown in 
Figure 6, and to provide self-explanations, Suppose furlher that the boy had used 
the a&-all procedure to solve similar equations in a pretest prior to studying the 
example, and that in a pretest of problem representation, he made several enors 
typical of children who use the add-all procedure, such as reconstructing the 
given equation 4 -4- 6 1- 7 = 4 + x as 4 3- 6 f 7 3- 4. When reading step 2 of the 
worked example, the boy might wonder aloud why the salver in the example did 
not also add the second 3 in the problem, as he himsef"fou1d have done when 
solving this probXern. Attempting to explain this solution step may lead him to 
notice the position of the equal sign in the problem, which he may not have 
represented conec-tly before studying the wclrked example: "Hmm, I wonder why 
they didn't add the other 3. It has a plus sign after it.. . Oh! But it has an equal sign 
in b n t  of it," h this case, being prompted to provide explanations for each 
solution step impelled the child to improve his representation of the problem by 
accurately representing the position of the equal sign, 

I f  children improve their problexrt, regresenlations as a result of self- 
explanations (either prompted or spontaneous), this may iead to other sorts of 
changes in their knowledge. As discussed in the previous section, improved 
problem representation may lead to gains in both conceptual and procedural 
knowledge. With respect to conceptual knowaedge, improved prabIem 
represenration may provide children with a more accurate basis for infening 
concepts, as in the example presented previously (p.. 93). With respect to 
prwedural knowledge, improved problem representation may foster generation 

'me other subgroup appe~ed  to focus on the specifics of each worked example. Paaicipants 
in this subgroup appeared to have solved the posttest problems using case-brtsed reasoning, 
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of new procedures (e.g., Alibali et aE,, t 998) or may lead to better choices among 
existing alternative procedures (Sieglter, 2002). 

The idea that self-explanation promotes improved problem representation is a 
plausible one, with suggestive evidence to suppoft it. However, few studies, and 
none yet in the domain of mathematics, have provided compelling evidence that 
feamers' problem representations da in fact improve as a result of self- 
explanation. Research on this issue in mathematical domains is needed. 

4. Sumrmrrs. 
Existing data support the possibilities thar self-exptaining leads to changes in 

mathematical knowledge because f 1) self-explaining encourages explainers to 
generate new knowledge by rnaking inkrences, and (2) seffiexplaining promotes 
the integration of concepts and procedures, There is less empirical evidence from 
mathernr;ltical domains to suggest that producing self-explanations leads to 
improved problem representation, which in turn may lead to gains in both 
conceptual and procedural knowledge, However, this pathway has received 
indirect support Eram studies in other problem-solving domains, so it remains a 
plausible candidate mechanism worthy of hture test in mathematical domains. 

B. GESTUW PRODUCTION AND WOWLEDGE CHANCE 

The research on explanation and knowledge change has heused p~mar i ly  on 
the verbal component, of explanations, However, in many cases, people pmduce 
gestures as well as speech when they afliculate iniferences or explain how they 
solved problems. Might these gestures also play a role in hawledge change? 
Mounting evidence suggests that they do. 

Many previous studies have investigated the gestures speakers produce 
when explaining their problem solutions, both in mathematical tasks 
(e.g,, Goldin-Meadow, AlibaIi, & Church, 19931, and in non-mathematicd 
tasks (e.g., Crowder & Newman, 1993). Yt is now widely accepted that speakers' 
gestures reveal their understanding of the tasks being explained (e.g,, G ~ b e r  
et aE. ,1998; Afibali el al,, 1999). 

Several studies have shown that gestures index transition periods in 
development and learning. In pafticular, discrepancies between gesture and 
speech in children" sztsk, explanations, called ""gesture-speech mismatches'" are 
asswiated with readiness to learn, For example, Church and Coldin-Meadow 
(1986) found that children who frequently produced gestures that mismatched 
their speech on a pretest of Piagetian conservation wert: more likely to learn from a 
brlef lesson about conservation than were children who seldom produced gesture - 
speech mismatches, Similar findings have been repomd in several studies of 
children learning to solve mathematical equivalence problems (Perry, Church, & 
Goldin-Meadow, 1988; Coldin-Meadow & Singer, 2002). (For examples 



sf gesture-.-speech mismatches in children" explanations of tnathematical 
equivalence problems, see Table 1.) 

However, it is not anty mismatching gestures that are associated with 
knowledge change-any gestures may be imporCant, In a study of children 
learning the concept of mathematical equivalence, Alibati and Goldin-Meadow 
(1993) found that children who gestured while explaining problems on a pretest 
tended ta learn more from a brief lesson than children who did not gesture, 
regardless of whether their gestures matched or mismatched speech. The posttest 
in this study was a paper-and-pencil test that incfuded both addition problems 
(e.g,, 3 + 5) + 5 == 3 + -) and multiplication problems (e.g., 4 x 2 X 3 = 4 x --), 
As seen in Figure 7, non-gesturers tended to succeed only an the addition 
problems on the pczsttest, wfiereas gesturers tended to succeed on bath (-yps of 
problems, Thus, gesture production was associated with deeper learning. 

Why is gesture production associated with knowledge changeuhere are at 
least two possibilities. First, gesture rnay be ;m epiphenomenorz. Et rnay reflect 
speakers' knowledge, but not be directly involved in the process of knowledge 
change itself. Atternaiively, gesture may play a functional mle in the process of 
knowledge change. That is, producing gestures rnay actually influence the path 
of learning. Xn this section, f review evidence that producing gestures plays a 
functional role in knowledge change. 
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Fig. 7, Prr~j~nniun qf children wleo proclmcrd gesrurrs ( N  =. 43) und kttIzo did rtcrr prod~lce gestures 
(N ;= 1.5) who suc-c'ee&d on the pcper-and-penriI pcxttesr, Clhildren ~ l h n  produced gestures tended ro 
s~cceecl (m both urfciidurz and muifil~lieation pmhlems, der-ens cfzildren who did not prodtdce gestures 
tended ro ~ucceed OPE addition problems only, Adctj~tdfronz AEibcrli, Me W, dt Goldin-Meaclfow, S,, 
Tt-czrzsitiorts rn Iecrrnirag: What the hcrncls reveal about ci chi@'$ stole ctf mirrd Cognitive Psychology, 
25, 468-523, ct~pyrighr Q 1993, with pemissiori porn Elsevier, 
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Research an the function of gesture has focused on several possible 
mechanisms by which gesture may play a role in knowledge change. Here, f 
consider two such mechanisms: ( 1 )  gesture generates or activates knowledge 
based in perception and action, making this information available for reasoning 
and problem solving, and (2 )  gesture "off-loads" or frees working memory for 
other purposes, such as procedure generation. 

I .  Gesture Generates or Activates KtzawEedge Based in Percreptr'nn 
n ~ d  Action 

One pathway by which gesture may play a role in knowledge change is by 
generating or activating knowledge based in perceptit~n and action, making this 
information available f'ar other cognitive processes. A great deaf, of evidence 
suggests that speakers' gestures highlight perceptual and rnotokc inhrmation for 
listeners (e.g., Graham & Argy Ie, 1 975; Kendon, X 994; Valenzeno, Alibali, 8L 
Ktatzky, 2003). Here, I consider evidence that producing gestures may highlight 
such infc~rmation for speakers thernsefues. If gesture production leads speakers to 
focus on particular types af infomation, then speakers who produce gestures 
should traverse a different path in learning than speakers who do not gesture. 

Gestures often express inhrmation that is based in perception or motor actions. 
For example, when a speaker talks about a cup, the accompanying gestures may 
represent perceptually salient properties of the cup (e,g., size, shape, or height) or 
information about how the speaker could physically manipulate the cup (e.g., by 
picking it up, tilting it, or drinking from it). Producing such gestures may activate 
this perceptual and motor infomation sa that it is readily available for reasoning 
and problem solving. As a consequence, speakers who produce gestures may tend 
to kcus on perceptual and nlotor inforxnation, rather than other sofis of 
inhmation, in their probliem solutions and problem explanations, 

Several lines af research support the claim that gesture promotes a focus on 
perceptual-motor information. First, gesture appears to help speakers activate 
images or maintain them in memory. In one study czf this issue, de Ruiter (1998) 
presented speakers with arrays of shapes and lines and asked them to describe 
them to a listener, For same spa-lcers, the images remained visible d u ~ n g  
the descriptions, and for other speakers, the irnages were removed durjng the 
description. Speakers produced more gestures when the images were no longer 
visible, suggesting that gestures helped them to re t~eve  the images and maintain 
them in mind, These findings were replicated by Wesp and colleagues, using still- 
life paintings instead of arrays of shapes (Wesp er al,, 2001). 

Second, when speakers are prevented from gesturing, they fwus less an 
perceptual or mator infom~ation. However, it should be noted that most gesture- 
prohibition studies have been conducted in non-mathematical domains, 
For example, Rim4 and colleagues examined the content of spontaneous 
conversations held by speders who were allowed to gesmre and spakers who 
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were prohibited from gesturing (Rim2 el al., 1984). The content of the speech was 
assessed using a "computer program of content analysis conceived to quantify the 
degree of speech imgery" ((p. 3 17). When gestures were prohibited, spakers 
received lower imagery scores, supiparting the view that gesture promobs a focus an 
perceptual information. However, this conclusion is necessa~ly tentative, because 
Rim& et at, provided little infomation about their content analysis progam. 

Stronger evidence on this issue was provided by AlibaXi, Spencer, and Kita 
(20051, who studied the procedures adults use to solve gear movement prediction 
problems with gesture allowed and with gesture prohibited, Xn gear movement 
prediction problems, paaieipants imagine an anay of gears described by the 
experimenter, and dekrrnine how a paaicular gear would move if another gear 
were moved in a certain way (e.g., ""imagine five gears are arrdnged in a circle, If 
you try ta turn the gear on top clockwise, what would the gem just to its left do?"". 
Past research had shown that solvers frequently used gestures to m d e l  the 
movements of each individual gear at; they attempt to solve the problems 
(Schvvast.~ & Black, 1996). 

AlIbali et a[. found that pafiicipants who we= allowed to gesture tended to 
use depictive procedures, in which they descwiibed the movelnent af each 
individual gear, throughout the set of problems. In contrast, paeicipants who 
were prevented h n r  gesturing often generated mle-based procedures (most 
often the p a ~ t y  mle, which holds that if there are an odd number of gears, the 
last gear goes the same direction as the first, and if an even nutnber, the last gear 
goes in the opposite direction). Gesture appeared to help solvers to mentalIy 
simulate the actions of each gear, and therefore promoted use of depictive 
(pracecIures. Thus, gesture promoted reasoning based on motor actions rather 
than abstract mles, Speakers solved the: problems conectly at comparable rates 
in brtth conditions, but gesture inAuenced their choice of problem-solving 
procedures, 

Only one study to date has examined gesture and perceptual-motor reasoning 
in a mathematical domain. AIibafi, f i ta  and colleagues (Alibali el al., 2001; 
Alibali Clt Kita, 2W5) studied the justifications that first- and second-~ade 
students provided for Piagetian quantity conservation tasks when they were 
allowed to gesture and when they were prohibited from gesturing. All children 
salved and provided justifications for two sets of conservation tasks. During the 
first set, all children were allowed to gesture; for the second set, children were 
randomly assigned to either a gesture-allowed or a gesture-prohibited condition, 
When gesture was allowed, children focused prima~ly on perceptual character- 
istics of the task oQects (e.g., the heights of the glasses of water, the lengths of 
rows of checkers) in their verbd explanations of the tasks. When gesture was 
prohibited, children were mare likely to invoke infomation that was not 
perceptually present in the display, such as the initial equivalence of the 
quantities or the transformation that had been pedomed, 
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These findings suggest that, when gesture is allowed, perceptual infomation is 
highlighted as children attempt to fomulate an explanation for the conservation 
task. When gesture is prohibited, perceptual infomation is less salient., so 
chil&en are more likely to focus on non-perceptual infomation in fornulacing 
their responses, From this study, it is not clear whether prohibiting gestures 
influenced children" representations of the tasks themselves, or the aspects of 
those representations that children chose to verbalize. However, in either case, 
producing gestures appeamd to play a. roIe in children" thinking, 

But how might gesture conlribute to thinking? According to Kita f2000), 
speakers use gestures to explore alksnative ways of organizing perceptual and 
motaric infomation in planning spoken utterances, in an effort to find a 
conceptualization that can readily be expressed in speeck (see also Hostetter and 
AlibaXi, 2004)). 1 suggest that this exploration may lead to changes in the 
spe&er9s mental representation of the problem at hand. Xn the conservation task, 
children believe that the objects contain infomation relevant to the expexl- 
menterb question, so when gesture is allowed, children use gesture to explore the 
physical characteristics of the objects as they attempt to feprt;.sent the situation 
and fomulate their responses. As a consequence of this exploration, perceptual 
inhrrnation should be central in children's representations of the tasks when 
gesture is allowed, When gesture is prohibited, children cannot use gesture to 
explore the perceptualiy present anray, so other infomation about the tasks 
should be relatively more salient, This is exactly the pattern of data observed by 
Afibali and Kitsl in children's verbal explanations, 

This view impties that children's problem representations should diger when 
gesture is altowed vs, when gesture is prohibited. Fu~hemore, if producing 
gestures provokes changes in children's problem representations, it  may 
ultimately lead to changes in children-s procedural and conceptual knowledge, 
as described in the first section of this chapter, Future studies that directly test 
these predictions are needed, 

Are there other mathematicaf domains besides quantity conservation in which 
gesture might influence masoning and problem solving? Gestures are especially 
likely to accompany speech that has spatial or imagistic content (Lavergne & 
Kirnura, 1987; Hadar & kauss, 1999). so mathematical domains that involve 
visual imagery, such as geometry, may be paaicularly likely to elicit gestures. 
Geometry problems often involve reasoning with images, and using gestures in 
reasoning about or explaining such problems might promote accurate 
representation of the problem content, 

Likewise, solving story problems ofien involves forming a menpal image of the 
problem situation, and producing gestums could help spealcers to envision such 
~i tuat i~ns more accurately. This possibility gains support from a study of adults 
solving algebra story prc~blems dealing with discrete and continuous change 
(Alibali el a!., 1999). Paaicipants were asked to read story problems silently, and 



then explain the gist of each problem to anothw paai~ipant. Speakers produced 
many gestures when describing the problems. After describing each 
problem, paeicipants were asked ta solve that problem, Speakers who produced 
gestures that conveyed discrete, incremental change during their problem 
descriptions tended to use additive procedures to solve the probtems, whereas 
speakers who produced gestures that conveyed smooth, continuous change 
dul;ing their problem descriptions tended to use multiplicative procedures far 
solving the problems, The gestures speakers produced while describing the 
problems may have influenced their mental =presentations of the problems, and 
consequently, influenced their solution procedures. 

fn sum, there is growing evidence that gesture promotes a focus an perceptual 
and motor infomation. To date, most studies of' this function of gesture have 
kcused cm non-mathematical tasks, such as the gear movement prediction task, It 
seems probhle that gesture could also infiuence problem representation in 
mathematical domains by highlighting perceptual information, paaicularly for 
tasks that involve a perceptual component. However, research directly adtlressing 
this issue is needed. 

2. Gesture Of-Loud# Working Memory 
Another possible n~echanism by which gesture production leads to knowledge 

change is by oE-loading working memory, so that it can be used for other 
purposes, such as procedure discovery. 

A number of researchers have suggested that gesttires provide support far 
w o r ~ n g  memory, In one study of this issue, Alibali and DiRusso (1999) 
investigated the role of gesture in preschoolerskounting, ChiIdren counted tnore 
accurately when they gestured to the counted objects themselves than when they 
were prohibited from gesturing or when a puppet gestured for them as they 
produced the number words. AXibali and DiRusso ($999) argued that gestures 
senre to externalize some of the contents of working memory, so they need not be 
held internally. They furlher proposed that keeping track of counted objects and 
tagging each object with a number word require fewer working memory 
resources when the objects are marked physically, with gestures, than when the 
objects are marked visually, by Xaoking at each item (as when gesture was 
prohibited or when the puppet gestured). When children gestured to each of the 
counted objects themselves, they counted more sueeessfully. 

Other researchers have explctred the role sf gesture in managing the memory 
demands of problem explanation, Goldin-Meadow e f  al, (2001) asked two groups 
af participants to explain mathematical problems while remembering sets of 
words or letters, Nine- and ten-year-old participants solved and explained 
mathematical equivalence problems, and adult participants soived and explained 
factoring problems of the form x2 + 5x + 6 = ( ? )( ? ). Participants in both 
groups were prohibited from gesturing during some of their problem explanations 



and free to gesture during other problem exgfanations. Both child and adult 
part'xcipants remembered mare of the words or letters when they gestured than 
when they did not. Goldin-Meadow et ul. intevreted these findings as showing 
that gesture off-loads working memory, freeing up capacity for the secondary 
task of remernbe~ng words or letters. In essence, gesture ""lightens the load"kf 
explanation. 

A possible alternative account of Gotdin-Meadow el uE,'s findings is that, 
instead of gesture lightening the load, being prohibited from gestu~ng may 
actually a& to speakers" Xoad, Xf this were the case, the findings woufd be due, 
not to the beneficial egects of gesture, but to the deleterious egects of being still. 
To address this possibility, Goidin-Meadow et ale reanalyzed the data from a 
s ~~bse t  of paaiciprtnts-those who chose not to gesture an same of the prtlbleln 
explanations for which they were allowed to do so, The e.ftect of not gesturing 
was the same whether paaicipants refrained from gesturing spontaneously or did 
so in response to the experimenter's instructions. Both child and adult 
pafiicipants remembered more of the words or fetters when they gestured than 
when they did not gesture, whether by choice or by instruction, Fuflhemore, 
these findings could not be attributed to differences in the diEcu2ty of solving the 
problems. The percer-itage of probiems solved conectly did not differ as a 
function of whether pafiicipants gestured, did not gesture by choice, or did not 
gesture by instruction during the problem explanations. 

These findings were replicated by Wagner, Nusbaum, and Goidin-Meadow 
(200Lt) with the factoring task as the p~rnary task, and with two diEferent 
secondaq tasks: a verbal memory task (remembering lists of letters) and a visuo- 
spatial memory task (remembering the lacations of dots on a grid). In both cases, 
participants perfarmed better on the memory task when they produced gestures 
during their problem explanations.' Funhermore, as in the prior study, not 
gestu~t-ing spontaneously had the same effects as not gesturing in response ta 
instruction----in both cases, participants remembered less when they failed to 
gesture. 

The findings of Goldin-Meadow ef  a!. and Wagner at al. suggest that gestures 
o@-load working memory, freeing capacity for other tasks. But how might 

31n light of research showing that gesture promotes a focus on perceptual information (Alibati 
& Kita, 2m5; Alibali, Spacer, 2% Kta, 2005), it: seems surpI-ising that prohibiting gesture had a 
comparable impact on verbal and visuo-spatial memory. One possible resolution of this puzzle 
has to do with differences in the types of gestures praduced across the studies. The faegoring task 
studied by Wagner er ul. elicited pr~marily painting gestures that referred to the numbers an the 
biackbaacd. In contrast, the conservation and gears tasks studied by AIibali and colleagues 
elicited primarily iconic gestures, which depict infom~ation via handshape or  notion. It is 
possible that diRerent types of representations underlie pointing and iconic gestures, Moreover, 
it seems tikefy that diRcrcnt types of gestures serve diW'erent cognitive functions. However, 
testing these possibilities remains a task for future research, 



0%-loading wor%ng memory be involved in knowledge change? One possibility 
is that, if resource demands of zt pl-imw task (e.g., explanation) are minimized, 
resources can be used for activities that lead to knowledge change, such as 
faming more accurate representations of the problems to be solved, or 
discovering better, tnore eficient procedures (e.g., Shxager & Siegler, 1998). 

If this i s  the case, then gesture prohibition should make procedure discovery. 
less likely. However, as described previously, in a non-mathernatid task, 
Alibali, Spencer, and Kita (2005) found just the opposite-when speakers were 
prohibited from gesturing, they were more likely to discover a nrfe-based 
procedure for solving gears problems. In this study, speakers who were free to 
gesture perseverated in their use of a depictive procedure. These findings 
highlight that many factors contribute to processes of procedure selection and 
procedure change, Producing gestures may decrease the resource demands of 
explanation, but the availability of gesture for physical morieling may make 
participants unlikely to shift away from the depictive procedure. 

3. Summary 
Empirical evidence provides tentative support for at least two mechanisms by 

which gesture production is involved in knowledge change. Gesture promotes a 
focus on perceptual and motor infomation, and may thereby ixlfiuence prhlem 
representation. There is evidence for this mechanism in the literature, although 
not primarily in mathelnatieal domains. Alternatively, or in addition, gesture may 
serve to oE-load working memory. There is evidence frcjm multiple mathematical 
domains that gesture serves this function; however, the role sf this function in 
knowledge change needs to be better specified, 

IV. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, I have considered two broad cttasses of change mechanisms that 
have been proposed to apply in the domain of mathematical reasoning: ( I )  
rnechanisxns that involve reciprocal relations between knowledge of problern- 
solving pmcedures and knowledge of concepts, and ( 2 )  mechanisms that involve 
expressing knowledge in speech and gestures. Within each class, several 
candidate mechanisms were described, the empirical evidence for each was 
reviewed, and gags in the research base addressing each mechanism were 
identified, 

In this final section, I address two issues. First, are there any core similarides 
among the mechanisms discussed in this chapterw consider two ehar;leteristies 
that are shared by many of the mechanisms: (1) the role of the fewer ' s  
own activity, and (2) a focus on problem representation. Second, is it possible 
to predict which mechanisms will apply in particular tufituatians"? discuss 
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the possibilities that some mechanisms are better suited for ceaain types of 
content or for c e r ~ i n  types of learners. I also consider whether there are 
developmental differences in which mechanisms apply. 

A. SEMXLARXTIES AIMQNC MECHANISMS 

The present review of change mechanisms pmvokes an obvious question: Are 
there any similarities that are shared by many or all of them? 

f , Etnphtzsis on Le~~rzer  k A criviq 
One notable similarity is that rnany of the mechanisms discussed herein 

depend on the learner" own activity. Some of the mechanisms require overt 
actions on the part of the child, such as producing self-explanations ar producing 
gestures. Many of the mechanisms involve constructive mental processes, such as 
generating inferences (either based on improved problem representations, or as a 
result of selSlexpianatian), reflecting about why procedures work, foming links 
between concepts an8 procedures, and mentally simulating actions or images 
with the support of gestures. Knowledge change via these mechanisms is not a 
passive process, but instead requires active processing on the part of the learner. 

However, active processes are ones that learners can choose to engage in or not 
to engage in. Indeed, even when prompted to engage in active processes, 
individuals differ in how much they do so, For example, Chi el al. (1 994) found 
that, among a group of Ieamers who were prompted to provide self-explanations 
of a text about the circulatoq system, some provided more extensive self- 
explanations than others, and consequently learned more, 

Given the central role of active processing in rnany mechanisms of knowledge 
change, one key issue for future theories of knowledge change is explaining why 
some learners are more likely than others to engage in active processing. Better 
understanding of this issue should shed light on individual diEerences in learning 
outcomes.. In paflicular, variations in learnerskow nativities may be associated 
with vwiations in learning from instruction, 

2, En~phasis on Problem Representatiorz 
Another notable similarity across many of the mechanisms discussed herein is 

an emphasis on problem representation. Many of the mechanisms involve 
changes in representation: gains in conceptual knowledge lead to improved 
problem representation, which may instigate procedure genemtion; gains 
in procedural howledge lead to improved problem representation, which may 
provide a basis for inferring concepts; self-explanations may lead to improved 
representation of the problem domain. which may lead to gains in both 
conceptual and procedural knowledge; and producing gestures promotes a focus 
on certain types of infomation in learners+prblem representations. 



In addition to its role in mechanisms discussed in this chapter, problem 
representation may also play a role in other change mechanisms, not discussed 
herein, that involve problem-salving pedomanee, Problem representation is a 
key determinant of problem-solving perflormance (e.g., Siegler, 1976; MeNeil & 
Alibali, 2W4), and pedormance plays a cmcial role in altering howledge in 
some models of developmental change (e.g., McClelland, 1995; Shrager dk 
Siegler, 1998). According to such models, each time a problem is solved, the 
results feed back to influence the learner's knowledge about that class of 
problems. Thus, because problem representation influences how problems are 
solved, changes in problem representation are a potentially p o w e h l  engine of 
knowledge change. 

B, WHICH MECHANISMS APPLY WHEN? 

Given that there are many possibIe mechanisms af howledge change, is it 
possible to predict which mechanisms may apply in particular situations or for 
particular individuals? 

I .  Digereaces across Cotzr"ent Domins 
It seems probable that certain mechanisms are more liikefy to be engaged in 

some content domains than others, Much of mathematical learning involves 
solving problems, so meehacnisms that involve procedures may be pafiicularly 
relevant in mathematical domains. Some of the mechanisms discussed in this 
chapter are triggered by learning new procedures (e,g . , learning new procedures 
leads to improvements in representation, and improved representations are a 
basis for irrfeming concepts). Other mechanisms involve procedures in other ways 
(e.g., self-explanation of mathematical content promates the fornation of links 
between concepts and procedures). More generally, knowledge change in 
mathematics may be particularly likely to engage mechanisms that involve 
procedures, either as a safling point for change or as an object of change. 

It may also be the case that certain sub-domains within mathematics are 
paaicuXar1y well suited Eor certain mechanisms and not others. For example, 
geometry is a highly visual domain, so mechanisms that involve gesture 
production may be especially likely to apply in feaming about geometry. 

2. Ifndr'vidwl Diflemtzces 
It also seems highly probable that individuals diEer in the parlieular 

mechanisms that they engage. Unfisrtunately, little is h o w n  about bow 
indClvidual biEerences in cognitive sGlls, learning styles, personality traits, and 
other charactex;istics influence the mechanisms that int3lviduds use. However, it 
is easy to generate hypotheses about what mechanisms might be likely or unlikely 
to apply depending on individual characte~stics. It seems likely, for example, 
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that individual diEerences in verbal skill might influence frequency of self- 
explanation, which has cc>nsequences for several mechanisms of knowledge 
change. Sirnijarly, it is easy to imagine that individual differences in learners" 
propensities to pr(~duce gestul-es might influence whether or not learners engage 
mechanisms that involve gesture production. However, to date, neither of these 
hypotheses has been tested. 

The literature does include some hints about hi~nensions of individual 
digerences that may be associated with tendencies to apply particular change 
mechanisms. McNeil and Alibali (2000) addressed one of these dimensions- 
namely, vasiations in the goals that children bring to the learning situation. Xn 
their study, children who we= provided learning goals (e.g,, understand the 
problems) were Inore likely to display conceptual gains in response to proceduraf 
instmction than children who were provided with performance goats (e.g., do 
well on the problems).' These findings suggest that children who enter a learning 
siaation with learning goals (regardless of whether those goals are intrinsic to the 
child or imposed from the outside) may be part.icularly likely to reflect about why 
procedures work. Studies such as this one represent a tentative first step toward 
addressing how mechanisms of change depend on individual diBerenees. This 
issue is an impoaant arena for future work, 

3, Developnzental Diferences 
It is also worth considedng whether there are developmental diEerences in 

which mechanisms appXy and when. Xt is possible that diEerent mechanisms are 
most commonly engaged at diEerent ages. However, Iirete research has addressed 
this issue dii~ctly. No studies to my knowledge have compared whether children 
of different ages are diRerentially likely to acquire conceptual knovvgedge after 
Iertming new procedures, or differentially likely to benefit from self-explaining. 

Most research on mechanisms that involve reciprocal relations between 
concepts and procedures has been conducted with elementary school children. In 
their early school years, children Ieam many new concepts and procedures, and 
the domains children are learning about (e.g., mathematical equivalence, decimal 
fractions) are tractable for study. However, learning of concepts and procedures 
is not limited to the elementary school years, For example, children learn 
procedures and concepts related to counting in the preschool yean. Research on 
early counting has also foeused on relations between concepts and procedures, 
specifically on the pssibilities that preschoolers infer counting principles from 
implementing the counting procedure (e,g., Briars (5Z Siegler, 1984), and that 
preschoolers~nowledge af counting principles informs their implementation 

4 ~ b i s  digereace between the learning and pedomanee goal groups was obsewed at the 
immediate psttest. Two weeks later, at a follow-up assessment, there were no differences 
between the groups in the prt3po"tion of paaicipants who ~riade conceptual gains, 



of the counting procedure (e.g,, Gelman & Meck, 1983). It seems likely that the 
reciprocal reiatians between concepts and procedu~s that have been observed in 
V ~ ~ ~ L I S  domains are a consequence of how knowledge is organized, rather than 
due to some characteristic of child learners per se. If this is the case, then the 
same mechanisms should apply in learners of any age. 

Research, on mechanisms that involve expressing knowledge in language and 
gesture has been conducted with both children and adults, The benefits of self- 
explanation have been documented in elementary school children (e.g,, Pine Br: 
Messer, 2000; Rinle-Johnson, 20Q4), high school students (e.g,, AIleven & 
Koedinger, 2002; Wong, tawson, & Kmves, 2002) and adults (e.g,, Chi et a!., 
2989; Renkl, l99p, and the eRects of producing gestures on procedure use have 
also been documented both in children (Alibali & Kita, 2005) and in adults 
(Alibali, Spencer, &; Mica, 2005). Qf course, in order h r  explanations or gestures 
to influence leamers%owledge, those learners must be old enough to produce 
explanations or gestures in the first place. However, once learners llre able to do 
so, it seems likely that (he mechanisms should apply regardless of age. 

The possibility that cefiain change mechanisms apply regardless of age has not 
been directly tested for any of the mechanisms discussed in this chapter. 
Furlfiemore, because individuals of digerent ages are typical1 y learning dil'ferent 
things, age and content domain are likely to be confounded, so it would be 
difticult to conduct a strong test of the invafiance of' change mechanisms across 
development.. However, despite the challenges inherent in testing such claims, 
research on this issue would be valuable, 

4. Multiple Mechanisms 
Finally, it is impomnt to acknowledge that in real-world learning situations, 

multiple mechanisms of change are certainly in play at any given time. For 
example, consider a girl who learns a new problem-solving procedure during a 
lesson in her mathematics class, The girl may begin to represent features of the 
problem that she had not previously noticed. In addition, leming the new 
procedure may provoke her to self-explain as she solves practice problems, and 
her self-explanations may incoqorate gestures as well as speech, Thus, she may 
engage multiple change mechanisms sirnul"rneously, and the mechanisms may 
feed into and reinforce one another, At the same time, the bay sitting at the desk 
beside her, who experiences the same procedural lesson, may engage a digereat 
set of mechanisms, and he may learn something entirely diEerent from the lesson. 

Understanding knowledge change in E-@-al-world settings will require an 
appreciation of the simultaneous and interactive nature of me~hanisrns of change, 
as well as the considerabje variability that is manifested across content domains 
md across individuals. Although these issues present substantial challenges, a 
better understanding of under1 y ing mechanisms al so promises substantial 
payoEs, both for advancing theoq and far informing practice. 
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